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- 162 HILL CARDS

- 13 COMPANION CARDS

- 40 PURPLE GEMS

- 16 WOODEN RECRUITS 
(four colors, one color per player)

- 1 RULEBOOK

INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the world of DIG where every year a contest is held
in which only the bravest and most fearless adventurers dare to participate.

To claim the victory you will have to survive the dangers
hidden in the Hill and find more treasures than your opponents.

The deeper you dig, the more treasures you will find! But beware! 
Many traps and creatures are lurking in the bowels of the Hill.

Equip yourself, hire Recruits and Companions with
unique skills that will come handy during your adventure.

GOAL OF THE GAME

Become the first adventurer to gather 5 Gems in order to become the King of the Hill.
For longer and more intense games you can go up to 10 Gems.

COMPONENTS
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– 1 –
Randomly draw six Companion cards and set them face up. 

Place the remaining cards nearby.

Place all of the Recruits and Gems in a pile near the Companions.
These form THE TAVERN.

– 2 –
Shuffle all of the Hill cards and place the deck in the center of the table. 

This is known as THE HILL.

– 3 –
Each player receives one Recruit of their player color.

– 4 –
The shortest person starts to play.

GAME SETUP

Player 14 player setup example:

Player 2

Player 3

Player 4

Discard

Hill

Tavern

Recruits
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DIG is played over several rounds until one player acquires 5 Gems. 
Play goes clockwise, each player taking one turn at a time until the game ends.

On your turn you must perform one of the following actions:

DIG IN THE HILL

or

CLOSE ONE OF YOUR GALLERIES
If you do not have a Gallery, as in the beginning of the game, you must choose to dig.

Optional: Before performing your action, you can GO TO THE TAVERN.

GENERAL RULES
The HILL is a source of riches but also of dangers. When you dig, you will most certainly 

encounter Enemies or traps but you can also find Equipment
 abandoned there by other adventurers who preferred to turn back.

If you are lucky and reckless enough, you could also get hold of unsuspected treasures.

When you choose to DIG IN THE HILL, you must choose one of the following:

DIG INSIDE ALL YOUR GALLERIES or DIG OUTSIDE YOUR GALLERIES.

You must announce to all players whether you DIG INSIDE or DIG OUTSIDE your Galleries.
If you fail to do so, you are digging outside your Galleries.

If you do not have a Gallery, as in at the beginning of the game, you must DIG OUTSIDE. 
You can also choose to DIG OUTSIDE when you do have one or more Galleries.

If at any moment during the game the HILL contains no more cards, 
shuffle the discard pile to create a new one.

GAME TURN

DIG IN THE HILL
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When digging, you reveal a card, or cards (see below), from the HILL. 
Depending on the location (inside or outside) and the type of card, 

you either place it in front of you (keep it in your Treasure), 
place it in a Gallery, perform its effect, or discard it.

If you reveal a COLLAPSE, EXIT, SECRET ROOM, ENEMY, or SPECIAL card (Rune or Egg) when DIGGING OUTSIDE, 
discard it and pass your turn.  However, you benefit from the ability of your Companion, if applicable.

If you reveal one of these cards when DIGGING INSIDE a Gallery, you must apply its effect (see player aid)
unless one of your Companions allows you to do otherwise. 

Discard the card after applying its effect unless indicated otherwise.

EQUIPMENT cards will come to your aid during your adventure.

Whenever you reveal an EQUIPMENT card (inside or outside your Galleries), 
you can either choose to use it immediately or add it to your Treasure. 

You can use as many EQUIPMENT cards as you want during your turn if you have chosen to DIG.

Each EQUIPMENT card affects only one Gallery 
unless one of your Companions changes this rule. 

Once used, an EQUIPMENT card is discarded.

You can have as many EQUIPMENT cards as you want 
but you cannot keep two identical EQUIPMENT cards in your Treasure.

EQUIPMENT

EXIT &
SECRET ROOMCOLLAPSE ENEMY
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IRON GOLD DIAMOND RUBY

PRECIOUS STONES are the main reason why adventurers gather around the Hill. 

If you reveal a PRECIOUS STONE card (green edge) when DIGGING OUTSIDE, 
you can choose to add it to your Treasure or use it to create a Gallery.

If you reveal a PRECIOUS STONE card when DIGGING INSIDE, 
add it to the respective Gallery.

Galleries are your best way to collect Gems. 

When you choose to DIG OUTSIDE, reveal one card from the Hill.

In case you reveal a Precious Stone card, two choices are available to you:

- Either you decide to ADD IT TO YOUR TREASURE.

You can keep as many cards as you want in your Treasure,
these will serve you when you GO TO THE TAVERN 

to hire new Recruits and / or Companions.

or

-  You decide to PLACE ONE OF YOUR RECRUITS on it to start a Gallery.

DIG OUTSIDE
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PLACING A RECRUIT

If you have chosen to DIG, you may place a Recruit on an empty Precious Stone card 
in one of your Galleries or on a newly revealed Precious Stone card at any time during your turn. 

In order to create a new Gallery, you must place it on a newly revealed Precious Stone card.

Important: Each time you place a Recruit on a Precious Stone card, 
immediately reveal a new card and apply its effect (Exit, Secret Room, Collapse, Enemy), 

add it to your Treasure (Equipment) or add it to your Gallery (Precious Stone).

A Recruit can only be 
placed on a Precious 
Stone card!
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DIG INSIDE

In order to find Gems, you will have to dig deep inside your Galleries.

When you choose to DIG INSIDE, reveal one card for each of your Galleries 
from the leftmost Gallery to the rightmost one.

Place a Gem on the fifth card from the card (and including it) where a Recruit is placed.

Remember that you can place any amount of Recruits during your turn.
You can place multiple Recruits in the same Gallery to find multiple Gems 

since you place a Gem on the fifth card from every Recruit on the Gallery (see image).

1

2

3

4

5

Remember:
Only the Precious 
Stone cards 
(green edge), the 
Special cards and the 
Snake can be added 
to a Gallery!

You cannot place more 
than one Recruit on a 
Precious Stone card!
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You can also use your Recruits to create multiple Galleries in order to receive more cards.

PARTICULARITIES WHEN DIGGING INSIDE

If one of your Galleries is left without any Recruit 
(e.g. following the attack of an Enemy), you immediately close the Gallery 

and receive its contents after applying the effect of the ENEMY card.

Remember: SPECIAL cards (Rune, Egg) can only be added to a Gallery 
when you chose to DIG INSIDE.

The EXIT and the SECRET ROOM are to be placed within Galleries 
and to be counted in the series of 5 cards just like the Precious Stones.

Thus whenever you reveal one of these cards as a fifth card from a Recruit, 
place a Gem and then apply the card’s effect.

In order to retrieve the Gems and cards from your Gallery and add them to your treasure, 
the GALLERY must be CLOSED.
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During your turn, you can choose to CLOSE ONE OF YOUR GALLERIES.
Collect all Recruits, Gems, and cards that it contains. 

Add any Precious Stones, Special cards, and Gems to your Treasure 
(unless otherwise noted) and discard all other cards.

GO TO THE TAVERN

The Tavern is where you can acquire new  Recruits and Companions.
You can GO TO THE TAVERN before doing an action during your turn.

You can use all or part of your Treasure to hire new Recruits and/or Companions.
You can do as many transactions as you want during your turn, 

and pay any combination of cards for the whole transaction 
as long as you meet the cost requirements of the Companion(s) you want to hire. 

Cards used for the transactions go to the discard pile. The Tavern does not give change.

HIRE A RECRUIT

Each Precious Stone has a value in Crystals.

You can hire a Recruit in exchange for 5 Crystals.

CLOSE A GALLERY

Crystal value: 
This Diamond is worth 
3 Crystals.

=

Important:
Each player can have 
a maximum of 
4 Recruits of their 
player color!
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HIRE A COMPANION

In order to hire a Companion, discard the number of Precious Stone cards requested by the Companion.
Each time a Companion is hired, reveal a new one to replace it at the Tavern. 

This is done until the draw pile is empty.

Once hired, the Companion stays with you until the end of the game and you benefit from its ability.
Companions’ abilities that make you earn one or several Gems can be used 

when DIGGING INSIDE or OUTSIDE a Gallery.

As soon as a player has at least 5 Gems in their Treasure,
the game end is triggered. Each other player takes one last turn, then the game is over.

The player with the most Gems is declared King or Queen of the Hill.

Note: RUNES are to be counted in the total of Gems.

TIE
In case of a tie, among those, the player with the most Runes is declared King or Queen of the Hill.

If there is still a tie, the shortest person is declared winner.

Each Companion asks for a specific number 
of Precious Stones in exchange for their services.
To hire the Hunter, discard two GOLD cards 
and one DIAMOND card.

Ability:
The Hunter immunizes you against the effects 
of the Thief and you receive a Gem each time 
you reveal a Thief card.

END OF THE GAME



LEXICON TIPS

HILL
Deck of cards into which players will venture to find 
the precious Gems.
If the Hill runs out of cards, shuffle the discard pile to 
form a new deck.

CRYSTALS
Each Precious Stone has its own Crystal value, 
which is used to hire new Recruits.

DIG
Reveal a card from the Hill.

TAVERN
Location where the Recruits, Companions, and the 
Gems are stored. 
When they GO TO THE TAVERN, players can make as 
many transactions as they want.
Example: Hire 3 Recruits and 2 Companions. 
The cards used to hire are added to the discard pile.

TREASURE
Refers to all the cards and Gems players have 
managed to gather. The Treasure is used to hire new 
Recruits, Companions, and to keep track of the Gems 
collected so far.
The Treasure cannot be used to create Galleries and 
is not affected by the effect of the various cards of 
the Hill.

SERIAL RECRUIT
During the same turn and if you feel lucky, you can 
try to place all your available Recruits. This tactic is 
risky but can be very rewarding ...

Example: On her turn, Manon chooses to dig. The first 
card she reveals is a Precious Stone. She chooses to 
place a Recruit on it, so she must reveal a new card 
within the newly created Gallery. It is a Precious Stone 
again. She places a second Recruit and must therefore 
reveal another card.
It is a Precious Stone again. She places a new Recruit 
etc... so Manon has placed her 4 available Recruits. She 
arrives at a total of 5 cards and a Gem is placed on the 
last card (5th card from the first placed Recruit).
On her next turn she will be able to decide to close her 
Gallery to recover all it contains or try her luck again 
hoping to get an additional Gem (the 6th card of her 
Gallery being the 5th card from the second Recruit 
placed!) and so on.

IT’S DANGEROUS TO GO ALONE
It is sometimes better to surround yourself before 
going on an adventure. At the beginning of the 
game, try to collect some Precious Stones before 
you start to create Galleries. 
This will allow you to hire additional Recruits as 
well as Companions whose abilities will prove very 
useful, especially in case of bad encounters ...
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